Abstract: Certain smoothing inequalities were proposed in the recent paper posted on arXiv at http://arxiv.org/abs/1301.2828 in order to lessen the large gap between the best correctly established upper and lower bounds on the constant factor in the nonuniform BerryEsseen bound. As an illustration of the possible uses of those inequalities, a quick proof of Nagaev's classical nonuniform bound was given there. Here we describe another, apparently more effective class of smoothing inequalities, and give a yet quicker and simpler proof of Nagaev's result.
Uniform and nonuniform Berry-Esseen (BE) bounds
Suppose that X 1 , . . . , X n are independent zero-mean random variables (r.v.'s), with S :" X 1`¨¨¨`Xn , A :" ÿ E |X i | 3 ă 8, and B :" b ÿ E |X i | 2 ą 0.
Consider ∆pzq :" | PpS ą Bzq´PpZ ą zq| and r L :" A{B 3 ,
where Z " N p0, 1q and z ě 0; of course, r L is the so-called Lyapunov ratio. Note that, in the "iid" case (when the X i 's are iid), r L will be on the order of 1{ ? n. In such an iid case, let us also assume that E X 2 1 " 1. Uniform and nonuniform BE bounds are upper bounds on ∆pzq of the forms c u r L and c nu r L 1`z 3 , respectively, for some absolute positive real constants c u and c nu and for all z ě 0.
Apparently the best currently known upper bound on c u (in the iid case) is due to Shevtsova [10] and is given by the inequality c u ď 0.4748. On the other hand, Esseen [3] showed that c u cannot be less than Thus, the optimal value of c u is known to be within the rather small interval from 0.4097 to 0.4748 in the iid case`in the general case the best known upper bound on c u appears to be 0.5600, due to Shevtsova [11] ; a slightly worse upper bound, 0.5606, is due to Tyurin [12] ˘. So, the gap factor 0.4748{0.4097 . . . or even 0.5600{0.4097 . . . between the best known upper and lower bounds on (the least possible value of) c u is now rather close to 1.
As discussed in [8] , the situation is quite different for the absolute constant factor c nu in the corresponding nonuniform BE bound. Namely, the best correctly established upper bound on c nu in the iid case is over 25 times the corresponding best known lower bound, and this gap factor is greater than 31 in the general case. Certain approaches were proposed in [8] to lessen this gap. Here we describe another, apparently more effective approach toward the same goal.
The Bohman-Prawitz-Vaaler smoothing inequalities
Let us say that a function F is a scaled distribution function (scaled d.f., for brevity) if F " λF 0 for some real λ ě 0 and some d.f. F 0 . To a significant extent the mentioned best known uniform BE bounds are based on the smoothing result due to Prawitz [9, (1a, 1b) ], which can be stated as follows. There exists a nonempty class of functions M : R Ñ C such that
and for any scaled d.f. F , any real T ą 0, and any real x,
where f F denotes the Fourier-Stieltjes transform ş R e ix# dF pxq of F ,
3) 4) and p.v. stands for "principal value", so that p.v.
A`ş A ε˘; here and subsequently, the symbol # stands for the argument of a function. In fact, this is a trivial restatement of Prawitz's result, which latter was presented for the case when F itself is a d.f. Of course, the upper and lower bounds in (2.2) must take on only real values; this can be provided by the condition that
Note also that the upper and lower bounds in (2.2) easily follow from each other, by changing X tó X. Functions M satisfying conditions (2.2) and (2.1) may be referred to as bounding smoothing filters; accordingly, the corresponding inverse Fourier transformsM p#q " 1 2π ş R e´i t# M ptq dt may be referred to as bounding smoothing kernels.
One particular bounding smoothing filter M was given by Prawitz [9] and can be defined by the formula
for all t ‰ 0; here and subsequently, it is tacitly assumed that the functions of interest are extended to 0 by continuity. [14] . For more on ways to construct functions M satisfying the conditions (2.2), (2.1), and (2.5) and at that of any prescribed degree of smoothness, see [8] .
It was also shown in [8] how one can use (2.2) to obtain smoothing inequalities, which work better in the tail zones, provided that the function M is smooth enough. Here we shall present an alternative construction of such smoothing inequalities, taking into account possible large deviations. With this new approach, the two main differences (and hence potential advantages) are that we will (i) have fewer terms to bound and (ii) be able to make use of not so smooth bounding smoothing filters M ; for instance, Prawitz's M as in (2.6), while optimal in a certain sense, is not smooth enough to be used in [8] -but it can certainly be used within the framework of the method described in the next section.
Another construction of smoothing inequalities for nonuniform BE bounds
Take any natural k and any r.v. X such that E |X| k ă 8, and introduce the functions L X , F X , G X ,F X ,Ĝ X defined by the formulas
for all real x and t; of course, the definition of the function L X makes sense even without the condition E |X| k ă 8. Here and subsequently, we employ the usual notation x`:" 0 _ x and x´:" 0^x "´p´xq`.
Note that
2) For a moment, consider the particular case when the r.v. X is nonnegative. Then
(ii) F X and G X are scaled d.f.'s, with F X p8´q " E X k " G X p8´q; also, G X is continuous on R; (iii)F X andĜ X are the Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of F X and G X , respectively;
To check item (ii) on this list, use the dominated convergence. To verify item (iii) concerningĜ X and G X , note that G X pxq " µ`p´8, xs˘for all real x and ş R e itx µp dxq "Ĝ X ptq for all real t, where µ is the nonnegative measure defined by the condition ş R h dµ " E ş R kz k´1 It0 ă z ď Xuhpzq dz for all bounded and/or nonnegative Borel functions h : R Ñ R; the relation betweenF X and F X is only easier to check.
Removing now the temporary assumption that the r.v. X is nonnegative and recalling (2.2), one has
for all real x. Using these inequalities (with´X and´x in place of X and x) together with the parity properties (3.2) and G`f p´#q˘p´xq "´Gpf qpxq, one obtains the "negative" counterpart of the upper bound in (3.4):
To proceed further, suppose that for some real constant κ
this condition was assumed in [9] and will be satisfied in the applications, usually with κ " 1; it is even unclear whether the conditions (2.2), (2.1), and (2.5) can ever all hold without (3.6).
Introducing the functions M j,T p#q :" M j p#{T q for j P t1, 2u (cf. (2.3) and (2.5)) and using (3.6) and the fact thatˇˇş A ε sin zu u duˇˇis bounded uniformly over all real z and all ε and A such that 0 ă ε ă A, one can easily show (cf. [9, (5)]) that the limit GpM j,T f qpxq exists (and is) in C for any j P t1, 2u, any real T ą 0, any characteristic function (c.f.) f , and any real x. This allows one to recombine the terms in the upper bounds in (3.4) and (3.5) to see that for any real x ě 0
where V X p#q :" e iX# and W X p#q :"
here we also used the obvious identitiesF X˘p #q " E X k e iX# ,Ĝ X˘p #q " ş 1 0 kα k´1 E X k e iαX# dα, X k`X ḱ " X k , and X k`p´X´qk " |X| k .
Quite similarly to the upper bound on x k PpX ě xu in (3.7), one can derive the corresponding lower bound on x k PpX ą xu, with´M 2,T in place of M 2,T . Thus, one obtains Theorem 3.1. Let M be any function such that the condition (2.2) holds for all d.f.'s F , all real x, and all real T ą 0, as well as the conditions (2.1), (2.5), and (3.6). Then for all real x ě 0 and all r.v.'s X such that E |X| k ă 8ˇx
where W X and V X are as in (3.8); inequality (3.9) also holds with PpX ą xq in place of PpX ě xq.
Remark 3.2. Introducing the c.f. of X, f p#q :" E e iX# , and its kth derivative f pkq , one has E X k V X " i´kf pkq and pE X k W X qp#q " i´k ş 1 0 f pkq pα#qkα k´1 dα, whence, concerning the left-hand side of (3.9),
Somewhat unfortunately, when k is odd the expression of the function E |X| k pW X`VX q in the righthand side of (3.9) in terms of the c.f. f (cf. e.g. [6] ) is much less convenient than the expression for E X k pW X´VX q in (3.10) -and the case most interesting in the applications is that of k " 3. However, there is a simple and apparently rather effective way to deal with this inconvenience:
for all p P p0, kq and all real x ą 0, where
and x N 2 is the Fourier transform of the function N 2 p#q :" M 2 p#q{#.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Note that the left-hand side of the first inequality in (3.11) equals LHS :"ˇG`M
kα k´1 e iαT upX´xq dα`e iT upX´xq¯d uˇ"
here we used the equality |X´x| " |X´|`x, valid for any real x ą 0 on the event tX´‰ 0u. Thus, the first inequality in (3.11) is verified, and the second inequality there follows because |X´|`x ě |X´| _ x for x ą 0. . It follows that for k " 3 the second upper bound in (3.11) is 16´E |X´| Ź E |X´| 3 x 2¯1 T 2 if p is taken to be 2, and it is no greater than 3.6231´E |X´| 2 Ź E |X´| 3 x¯1 T with p " 1. Here one can obviously further bound the moments of |X´| from above by the corresponding moments of |X|; these bounds can be obviously improved if the distribution of X is symmetric. For simplicity, let us consider here the iid case and accordingly let X :" S{ ? n, so that X is a zero-mean unit-variance r.v. Then, with k " 3 and p " 2,
by the Rosenthal-type inequality (see e.g. [2, Lemma 6.3] or [7, (12) ])
where β 3 :" E |X 1 | 3 ; this may be compared with E |Z| 3 " 2 b 2 π « 1.6, where Z " N p0, 1q. In view of Markov's inequality and the mentioned value 0.4748 of c u , (3.13) also yields the classical result by Nagaev [4] 
for all real x ě 0 with c nu " 4.5 in the "small n" case when
. So, if one recalls [8] that the apparently best known upper bound on c nu in the iid case is over 25 and thus considers the value 4.5 for c nu satisfactory at this point, then without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) p|X´|`xq p , which is apparently better than the upper bound in (3.12) , is as follows. Again, let us consider the case of principal interest, when k " 3. At that, to be specific, take p " 2. Consider the function hp#q :" h x p#q :" |#´| 3 p|#´|`xq 2 , for any given real x ą 0. Then it is easy to see that |h 3 puq| ď 6 x 2 for all real nonzero u. Hence, by Tyurin's result [13, Theorem 2] ,
where ψpxq :"
p|Z´|`xq 2 , so that the function ψ is increasing on the interval p0, 8q, from ψp0`q " 0 to ψp8´q " E |Z´| 3 " ă 0.36 ă 1 and hence indeed significantly less than the upper bound in (3.12) . Note also that the increase of ψ is rather slow; in particular, ψp3.5q « 0.35, whereas certain considerations show that the most "difficult" values of x are between x 0 « 2 and about 3.5.
One can also try to use the more accurate upper bound
puq| : u P Ru, essentially used in the proof of Proposition 3.3. At that, one may want to utilize a function M with its imaginary part M 2 smoother than that of the Prawitz particular function, so that the Fourier transform x N 2 of the function N 2 p#q :" M 2 p#q{# be decreasing faster.
In [8] , a quick proof of (3.14) was given. Using Theorem 3.1 in the present paper (with k " 3), we can now give the following, yet quicker proof of (3.14), in which we have fewer terms to bound than in the "quick proof" in [8] .
A quicker proof of Nagaev's nonuniform BE bound (3.14). Let T " c T ? n{β 3 , where c T is a small enough positive real constant. Let A ă " B mean |A| ď CB for some absolute constant C. Let
. So, for all real x ě 0, by the Markov and Rosenthal inequalities,
and similarly p1`x 3 q PpZ ě xq ă " β 3 ? n , whence (3.14) follows. It remains to consider the case T ą 1. Note that then n ą pβ 3 {c T q 2 ě 3 and hence n ě 4 provided that c T ď 1{ ? 3. In view of the uniform BE bound, Theorem 3.1 (with M as in (2.6), say), (3.10), Proposition 3.3, and Remark 3.4, in order to prove (3.14) it is enough to show that G 1α pf 3´g3 q ă for α P p0, 1s, where f is the c.f. of X :" S{ ? n, gp#q :" e´# 2 {2 , and
For j P t0, 1, 2, 3u, introduce f So, it suffices to show that G 1α pf 3k´g3k q ă " β 3 and G 2α pf 3k q ă " β 3 for k P t1, 2u. This can be done in a straightforward manner using the following estimates for j P t0, 1, 2, 3u and |t| ď T : 
